"FLAWN"—New Grass

F. H. Woodruff & Sons, Inc., of Milford, Conn., announce their development of a wonder lawn grass, Flawn, which recently was exhibited to garden editors and horticultural writers of the Eastern seaboard.

Flawn’s special qualities solve the problems of drought, weeds, and insect pests which face homemakers and gardeners who want a really good lawn. Developed from a tropical sod-turf, Flawn thrives in hot weather. After an especially hot summer, the Flawn plot at Milford remained lush, green and beautiful.

Both false and real Chinch bugs will not attack Flawn. Japanese beetle grubs also steer clear of a Flawn lawn. So far, there is no fungus that will touch it. Investigations by the Green Section of the USGA verify Woodruff’s findings.

Flawn is planted from sod, not from seed. It spreads small runners which hug the ground, and puts down roots every two inches or so. It forms a dense, tightly-knit lawn, which withstands heavy traffic the year round. The woody root structure crowds out weeds, even Crabgrass, as Flawn becomes established. Maintenance is at a minimum, for Flawn grows slowly and monthly mowings are usually sufficient.

Up to now, applications of Flawn have been limited to airports, military installations and special experimental uses. Now, for the first time it is available to the general public for home lawns.

Espinosa to Mexico City

Al Espinosa, pro at the Portage CC, Akron, Ohio, for many years, will leave shortly to become general manager of the Mexico City (D.F.) CC, a year-round position. Al has spent several previous winters with the Mexican capital club as pro.

P. C. Pulver Dies

The life of a fine gentleman, and one of golf’s most able and active supporters came to an end July 9, 1944 with the passing of P. C. Pulver. Born in New York City, Nov. 10, 1871, “P. C.” devoted more than 50 years to sports writing, golf especially. For years a staunch friend of the pros, “P. C.” edited the P.G.A. Magazine from its start in 1920 until March of this year. Pulver will long be remembered by a legion of friends throughout the sports world.

Get those Old Cuts back into play.
Round ‘em up this fall.